
People will try to tell you that all the great opportunities have been snapped up. In reality, the world 
changes every second, blowing new opportunities in all directions, including yours.      Ken Hakuta"""
1. Young Entrepreneurs, Old Consultants?!"
A recent BBC assignment (http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0217kr9) is focusing on the desired 
age of the entrepreneurs for the e-start-ups in Silicon Valley. Venture capital firms seem to only 
look for 20 year olds, who have no limitations, from family, kids, mortgages or college funds. 
Working hard and take the stiff winds is reserved for the young guns?""
Studies show that the Z Generation (born after 2000) is interested in starting their own business, 
no need for mentors, spending 41% of their time outside school on computer and mobile devices 
and suffer from FOMO (fear of missing out). They worry about the economy more than anything 
else, according to a Sparks & Honey study, including crime, politics, their parent’s job security, or 

t h e c o s t o f 
goods . 66% 
say that online 
gaming is their 
main source of 
entertainment, 
co l lege yes, 
but no further."""
Current"
Topics favored 
by Gen Z"""""
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On the other hand we have more senior experts than ever, who have left the daily executive 
routine, much too young to spend all day at the golf course, but help start-ups and not so start-ups 
with their expertise. Retirement age of 65 or younger is out, bucket lists at age 65 are much too 
short to fill the ever rising average age.""
I think that their is a prosperous symbiosis available, pairing these two generations, as both have 
little risks to be aware of. Lets find the entrepreneurial spirits in both groups to break loose an 
amazing team of experience and entrepreneurial courage."""
2. Inbound Marketing!"
Still a novel field is Inbound Marketing via the new electronic opportunities. Aviation, as part of the 
travel industry, is already well ahead in modern e-booking apps, either as airline (still in the 
beginning) or via the hundreds of travel apps. However, the generic travel apps have one major 
focus: the cheapest ticket, no matter what airline, and the best info service for the smartphone 
user.""
With the younger generations making their decisions based on recommendations by their friends 
(like buttons), many new marketing initiatives have evolved to get to the smartphone of your 
customers with your well recommended service. it has therefore become vital for airlines (classic 
as well as low cost) and business aviation operations to understand the new e-marketing 
techniques and engage the company (not only the marketing department) into a promoting crowd. 
Continuous, daily publication of pieces of good news about your airline or operation. The more 
there is the more your service will be recognized by search engines and apps.""
How do we approach this? It is not just a modern website, with all the SEO tricks employed. We 
have to produce content, more and more companies engage “content writers” who fill social media, 
newsletters, youtube videos with your message: we are here, we are doing great things, join us. 
Today’s recruitment is relying also on social media to get the open positions announced and 
secure applications in a competitive environment.""

� ""
Sharing is caring and inbound marketing is about creating and sharing content with the world. By 
creating content specifically designed to appeal to your dream customers, inbound marketing 
attracts qualified prospects to your business and keeps them coming back for more.""
Inbound Marketing has been found to create 54% more leads than outbound marketing (ads, 
commercials, etc) and is substantially cheaper. This will change marketing departments 
significantly, the task being to publish daily good news in all e-channels instead of working the 
newest ad campaign with an expensive PR firm."
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"
In Business Aviation a complete shift will most likely occur. Gone the days, where we use brokers 
and wait for them to find me a suitable aircraft, with all the communication barriers attached, while I 
can do this myself with one of the travel apps available in the market (check http://
www.privatefly.com). All you have to do is produce a youtube video and inbound market the 
customers to your web/app.""
tiansalo/tianaero has developed inbound marketing expertise to dramatically improve your sales 
efforts by a personalized inbound marketing strategy. Contact us for details."""
3. Saudi Airshow in Dammam 16-20 November 2014!"
tiansalo, in cooperation with hogrefe consult in Berlin, has been engaged by the organizer of the 
first airshow in Saudi Arabia to market the event and sell the exhibition halls, chalets and aircraft 
stands, as well as all accompanying advertising opportunities. As Saudi Arabia is opening up for 
private investors and has an urgent need to improve the air and space industry, including all 
related products and services, this first of an annual airshow is promising great interest. For more 
details see www.saudiairshow.com and contact us for detailed information."""
4. Next Speaking Engagement!"
Tilmann Gabriel will present about “Marketing Gravity in Business Aviation”  at the ""
3rd Annual Mediterranian Business Aviation!

12th September 2014!

The Palace Hotel!

Sliema, Malta 

Check http://www.aeropodium.com/mba.html!"""
Contact us!!"
In our UAE Head Office or our representation office in Berlin/Michendorf""
tianaero FZE" " " " " tianaero Branch Office!
PO Box 17221"" " " " Bussardsteig 1"
Ras Al Khaimah Free Zone" " " 14552 Michendorf"
Ras Al Khaimah, UAE"" " " Germany"
Tel: +971 55 9820064"" " " Tel: +49 171 2916222 "
info@tianaero.com" " " " info@tiansalo.com
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